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Often films entertain shallowly, offering only sensuous
gratification; rarely do they
create characters that provoke
a real response from the view'er. Paul Newman's RACHEL,
RACHEL, however, is such a
movie.
Relating the yearnings of a
thirty-five
year old virgin
,schoolmarm for love and independence, the movie deftly explores Rachel's lonely desperation. In a NewEngland village.
Rachel
takes
care of her
widowed mother, dutifully ser. ving sandwiches to her wrinkled
cronies at weekly bridge parties. Her mother suffers from
a heart condition and wields
her illness like a sledge hammer over Rachel. The screenplay lavishes attention on the
minor characters:
The virile,
hard lover who uses Rachel
carelessly, the lesbian schoolteacher who helps Rachel to
break away from home, even
Rachel's brittle, bitchy mother
who fears loneliness; all gain
considerable dimension as they
clarify Rachel's motivations.
Director Newman deals with
Rachel's struggle for autonomy
and' womanhopd, developing the
severance of her filial ties and
her sexual awakening.
Joanne Woodward is superb
in her piercing, intense portrayal of Rachel. She captures
her dowdy, smoldering spirit
as she shuffles around in drab
skirts and faded pring blouses,
dreaming of passion and rebellion •.
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as his secretary an,? lat~r as
his wife. Karl Malden appears
as the boss with an ulcer, and
Bob Newheart as the stodgy
computer expert. The four duel
,with one another in a game
of cool wits and fakery.
HOT MILLIONS fortunately
never disintegrates into a slapstick farce.
It retains its
personal warmth and gentle
humor so well that I feel like
hugging the whole production.

The
Stahl.
By D. M. STAHL

Today, I shall give every student who reads this column an
idea of what Cubberley's most
outstanding problems are.
Reporter:
What is Cubberley's worst problem; aside
from littering?
'
Boy: Don't ask me. I could
care less, to tell you the truth.
Reporter:
Miss, would you
mind answering a question for
me?
"Girl: Well, I never - Reporter:, Not that kind of
question.
Now, what do you
think is Cubberley's worst
problem next to littering?
Girl:
Well, I really don't
know ••• how could I answer
that? ••• Hmmm ••• could
you give me a cigarette, please?
Reporter:
Sir, could you'
please tell ,me what you think
'is the worst problem here at
Cubberley, next to littering?
Teacher: I only work here[
Rpnortpr'
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,To the editor:
Upon observing some of the
"spirit
promoting" posters
displayed at school such as
" SCHULTZ CAN(AND WILL)
KILL," "PANTS PALY," "VI-:
VISECT THE VIKES," and
"PALY GO DOWN,".it seemed
to many students that these
posters and several others were,
in poor taste.
The:refore a
large sign declaring "THE
TRUE SPIRIT IS: LOVE PALy"
was composed and peaceably
displayed at the Wednesday noon
rally behind the cheerleaders
and pom-pon girls chanting on
the amphitheatre stage. This
event in no way hindered, obstructed, or impeded any function of the spirit rally in progress. After the noon passing
bell, two members of the Cubberley football team converged
upon a small group of students
in the process of rolling up
the sign in the, Senior Court.
They rudely tore the poster
from their hands and ripped
it into pieces while botn verbally and physically harassing
the shocked students.
This and other incidents
which occured last week tend
to make hypocritical the purpose of Cubberley's Spirit
Week; The sign was not intended to breed school disunity
or provoke irresponsible students into displaying their disagreemeRt through violent and
childish actions. It was written with the intention of conveying a positive sentime"nt".
which would present an attitude""'c-,-,
in contrast to the elementary
and cliche'd football slogans
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, ..rf'J·';~lI'1mpus,that the true spi:r:it,
whether it be during the week
Recently, ql,gi,:,.g-·:;piritWeek,
specifically set aside for it,
~_·--::~trt1fu-e·Ofyear when all fo or any other time, is to love
our hostile expressions are let
and respect your fellow man.
out onto the· meek little palyThis act of brotherhood cannot
bug, the student body of Cubbe achieved by bringing out
berley suffered a severe if not
one's anger for when this is
drastic separation. The split
done, the ca'nyon of misunderoccurred in the feeling of whestanding gets increasingly wither or not the spirit to "kill"
der.
To respect a man you
or "maul" Paly was, in fact,. must also respect his views
an honorable spirit expressed
and not especially say or do
in the right manner. An }nsomething that would get him
dividual's right to sit anywhere
riled up beyond the point of
on campus, whether it be in logical actions.
the center of a rally or in
In short, the more you anthe girl's john was also under
tagonize, the more revenge
fire by many people. In short,
will fall upon you, and the more
irrational and totally emotional
miserable you will make it for
acts made by a few helped
yourself and others on campus.
to
bring out the· labels
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that
we
hoped had
this
of
andpassed
"gooks"
year"straights"
at Cubberley.
The week could have also
been called
the "How
to Antagonize
Certain
Members
of
the Football Team and See How
Long It Takes To Get Punched
in the Mouth for a Worthy
Cause Week," or the "If It
Wasn't for That Football Game
that I Could Get Suspended From
.I'd Punch a Gook Right in the
Mouth Week." These words,
exclaimed by a few, served
as the foundation for a polarjzation of views on campus.
Emotions strained in us all,
and despite the environment of
open-mindedness on campus,
many su~cumb.ed to. the wrath
of two-POInt .0rIentatlon. These
people felt dIfferently was classified in one of the two cat agories previously mentioned.
Everything short of physical
violence was. used to point out
to the other SIde that they were
wrong and that they better
change their ways or face possible exterm~nation •.
_
I would lIke to pO.Int Ol.t
the few that started thIS trend
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what could
you think
dreaming
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RACHEL, .RACHELis an un- is the worst problem. her~ at
usual movIe--modest,· perCubberley, next to lItterIng?
sonal, and thoughtful. It looks
Teacher: I only work here!
into its subjects, not just at
Reporter:
I just want your
them, and in the process gives
honest opinion, sir.
What is
the viewer a strong sense of the second worst problem here
participation.
at Cubberley.
HOT MILLIONS, which has
Teacher: Look, young man,
left town unnoticed, turned out are you getting smart with me?
to be another charmer.
It's
Go straight to your dean!
a crime picture in this era
The reporter returns to the
of espionage and theft stories
CATAMOUNT office and fathat succeeds not on the cleces the editor.t.
verness of its crime but its
Reporter: Well, I've found a
compassionate humanity. Peter
lot of problems, but I can't
Ustinov plays an ingenious empinpoint any.
bezzler about to be fazed out
Ed.: Just tell me what evby the computer age.
With
eryone saidl
high skill he plots one last
Reporter: The first kid didn't
haul, enlisting the computers
care.
The second student, a
in his service.
His hapless
girl, said she didn't care and
neighbor Maggie .smith turns up
asked me for a cigarette. Then
a teacher thought I was getting
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THE SCARYTHING ABOUT IT
IS THAT HE'S RIGHT!
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childish actions. It was written with the intention of conveying a positive sentiment .
which would present an attitude
in contrast to the elementary
and cliche'd football slogans
exhibited on our school walls.
We doubt that this sign or
this article will bring about
any awareness to those few
irresponsible persons as to the
intent of the sign itself or its
meaning. But, rights and ideals
put aside, the few harassers
know that one thinks before
acting.
Neither the sign nor
this article will be likely to
teach them that; perhaps they
shall someday learn for themselves.
Kenn Russel and Scott Smith
Seniors
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